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Introduction
About This Document
This is the Administration Guide for the QuestFields Server software.

Intended Audience

This document serves as a reference for system administrators who are
responsible for installing and managing the QuestFields system. Experience
with server-side UNIX and/or Windows systems administration is assumed.

Related Documents

-

For details about configuring the interface between the QuestFields Server
and your database, directory, or search engine, please refer to the
appropriate SQL, LDAP, or Custom Content Access Module Administration
Guide.

-

For QuestFields Client-related installation and QuestField-related
troubleshooting tips, please refer to the appropriate Client Administration
Guide for your specific QuestFields.

-

Additional information about the QuestFields Server is found in the
following tech notes:
002- QuestFields Installation Overview
003- QuestFields Server File Locations

1.2

System Overview
The QuestFields system consists of three separate tiers.

Client Tier

Server Tier

VERSION 2.2.3

The Client Tier runs the QuestFields: The visual components that are visible to
the end users. The QuestFields Client software is typically added to a web
page. The required client files are included with (and served by) the
QuestFields Server. However, they can also be hosted on a separate web server
such as Apache HTTP Server or Microsoft ASP.NET Server (IIS or Internet
Information Server).
The Server Tier manages client sessions. The Server Tier communicates with
large numbers of users using an efficient XML-based protocol called the
QuestFields Protocol (QOP). The protocol uses HTTP or HTTPS over TCP/IP.
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By maintaining a session for every active user, the QuestFields Server greatly
reduces network traffic by only sending to the Client Tier the data that is
needed at any time.

Content Service
Tier

Content is retrieved from the third Content Tier, consisting of one or more
Content Sources, which are usually physically located outside the QuestFields
system. The QuestFields Server communicates with these back-end data stores
using their native protocols, such as SQL or LDAP. The QuestFields Server
component that "talks" with these content sources is called the Content Service.
Client Overview

The QuestFields Client consists of a number of files that are
loaded by the user’s web browser and served by a standard
web server. Starting with QuestFields Server 1.1, the client
files are included with the server distribution. On Tomcat,
they are located in the <tomcat-home>/webapps/questobjects/
subdirectory. In GlassFish, in directory <glassfishhome>/glassfish/domains/domain1/applications/questobjects/.
However, they can also be installed on (and hosted by) the
main web server (IIS, Apache).
For details on installing QuestFields client components, please refer to the
appropriate Client Administration Guide for your specific QuestFields.
Server Overview

The QuestFields Server is an enterprise-grade Java Servlet-based
application that runs in any standards-compliant Java Servlet
Container. By default, the QuestFields Server is installed on the
free Java Server Apache Tomcat.
A QuestFields Server provides its Content Services through
Content Channels. Each Content Channel uses one or more Content
Queries, each of which contains a pre-configured query for a
specific kind of database from the back-end data store.
To connect to different kinds of content sources, the QuestFields
Server allows the use of multiple Content Access Module instances
(CAMs). Each CAM provides a means to communicate with a specific kind of
content source, such as an SQL database, an LDAP directory, a file, or a web
service (through a custom plug-in).
Content services are defined in the QuestFields Server's "Content Service tier".
Request
Management
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The QuestFields Server has a configurable request manager that manages the
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executed in parallel, and queuing requests that could not be immediately
performed, the request manager helps to ensure that the QuestFields Server
remains responsive in high-load situations and that the server does not
overload the content-source being queried with many simultaneous queries.
User Session
Management

The QuestFields Server maintains a list of open user sessions. Each active
QuestFields user has a corresponding session on the server. The QuestFields
Server uses the data in each user’s session to synchronize and keep track of the
queries a user performs and the results that have been sent back for viewing on
the QuestFields client.

Unified Query
Cache

In order to improve performance on recurring queries and to limit the load
imposed on the content-sources being queried, the QuestFields Server caches
results to user queries by storing them in cache that is common to all users.
Each user has a view into the cache on the query that he/she performed. If
more than one user performs the same query, there will be one result set stored
in the cache and each of these users will only have a separate view on the
query.
Results are stored in the cache until they either expire, based on a result
expiration lifetime defined in each channel configuration file, or are cleared
from the cache when it is full, using an efficient "least-recently-used" caching
algorithm.
Content Sources

Through Content Access Modules (CAMs) the QuestFields
Server connects with one or more Content Sources. These
Content Sources typically contain large amounts of data.
CAMs are available for various protocols:
-

SQL (using the JDBC Content Access Module);

-

LDAP (using the LDAP Content Access Module);

-

Flat files (using the QuestFields Indexer Module);

-

XML and proprietary file formats (using "file parser" plug-ins for the
QuestFields Indexer);

-

Other (using the Custom Content Access Module, which uses the
QuestFields Server's plug-in architecture). Various plug-ins have been
developed for web services, proprietary search engines, flat files, legacy
systems, etc.
Third parties can create their own plug-ins using the QuestFields software
development kit (SDK), licensed separately.

1.3

The QuestObjects Home Folder
The "Home" folder for a QuestFields Server installation holds the server's
configuration files, logs and statistics files, and optional plug-ins (server
extensions).
The files in the QuestObjects Home folder are specific to your server. The
QuestFields Server software itself is delivered as a "web archive" that easily
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installs as a "servlet application" in any standards-compliant Java application
server (e.g. Apache Tomcat, IBM WebSphere, or BEA WebLogic).

1.4
1.0.0

The original version of this document.

1.0.0 r1

Includes the following enhancements:

1.0.1

1.0.2

1.0.3

1.1.0

1.1.0 r1

1.1.1

VERSION 2.2.3

Version History

-

Addition of advanced installation information;

-

Addition of further explanations about user session memory requirements;

-

Addition of further Tomcat configuration suggestions;

-

Renaming of the “Error Codes” chapter to “Troubleshooting” and addition
of a problem solving section.

-

Additions to support the license file;

-

Addition of QuestFields Server screen shot;

-

Support for new Java Content Access Module (see separate Configuration
Guide);

-

Support for additional LDAP options (See Configuration Guide 1.0.1 for the
PeopleFinder LDAP Content Access Module).

-

Addition of statistics configuration;

-

Addition of Tomcat 4 error handling;

-

Support for new LDAP sorting options (See Configuration Guide 1.0.2 for
the PeopleFinder LDAP Content Access Module).

-

Added defaults for statistics settings;

-

Corrected settings component.stat.queue-length and
component.stat.persist-interval.

-

Built-in support for AutoComplete QuestField 1.1.0;

-

The QuestFields Server distribution now includes the QuestFields client
files.

-

Added recommendations for using port 80 rather than any other server port;

-

Minor textual improvements.

-

QuestFields Server 1.1.1 improves HTTP message handling to support client
requests through certain firewalls or proxies, which sometimes resulted in
error 100;

-

Added details about the configuration of Tomcat to run on port 80 in
combination with Apache HTTP Server and Microsoft ASP.NET Server (IIS
or Internet Information Server).
INTRODUCTION
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-

Updated the document to describe version 2.0 of the QuestFields Server;

-

Added gzip compression info;

-

Added JSESSIONID info.

-

The default name for QuestFields Server and Service instances was changed
to "Default" (see chapter 2.4.3);

-

Improved log file naming conventions (see chapter 4.3);

-

Addition of the merge query setting (see chapter 6.4.3);

-

Addition of the filter channel setting (see chapter 6.4.4).

-

Addition of the QO_HOME, QO_SERVER, and QO_SERVICE variables, eliminating
the need to change the web.xml file when running a single QuestFields
Server instance;

-

Numerous textual improvements to better reflect QuestFields Server
release 2.1.

2.1.2

-

Improved server status page layout, logging, and error handling.

2.2.0

-

Added Tomcat service configuration screen shots for Windows.

-

Added QO_HOME/drivers directory.

-

Updated to reflect QuestFields Server compatibility with the Oracle
GlassFish application server, including new chapters for GlassFish
installation;

-

The default name for QuestFields Server and Service instances was changed
from "Default" into "qo" (see chapter 2.4.3);

-

The servlet initialization parameters for QO_HOME, QO_SERVER, and
QO_SERVICE in the web.xml file were renamed for consistency. Also, they
are no longer nested under the <servlet> element, enabling third-party
application servers to easily override them without needing to set the
corresponding global Java options.

2.1.0

2.1.1

2.2.1

2.2.1 r1

- Improved notes about Tomcat application server installation;
- Added CentOS Linux installation example;
- Improved explanation of Apache proxy configuration.
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Installation
System Requirements
The QuestFields Server software requires about 30MB of disk space (assuming
that server log files are flushed or compressed on a regular basis), plus any
space required for data files and QuestFields Indexer indexes (which, generally
and depending on the data, are about 1-2 times the size of the data files).
Memory usage depends on the size of your database(s), indexes, and cache
size. A small QuestFields Server installation that is linked to an external
database may only require 100MB of RAM. A large installation that uses the
QuestFields Indexer and Search Engine with millions of records will work
optimally on a 64-bit system with 2GB or more RAM.
In any case, when given the choice, choose a system with little overhead that is
optimized for running enterprise-class Java server applications. QuestFields
Servers have been deployed in a wide range of environments ranging from
Digital VMS and Windows 2003 through Sun Solaris and Mac OS X. Generally,
Linux-based environments provide the best cost/performance ratio.
Choose a multi-core machine with as much RAM as you can afford. If the
QuestFields Server is linked to a database, directory, or third-party search
engine, either run it on the same hardware, or ensure the fastest possible
backbone connection. Memory and network bandwidth are more important
than disk IO throughput. Of course, disk speed will be relevant for the
underlying SQL database or directory.

Software
Environment

The QuestFields Server software runs on any operating system that supports
the following software environment:
-

Java Runtime Environment version 1.5.x. or 1.6.x (recommended). For large
databases (containing over a million records), a 64-bit JVM is highly
recommended;

-

either:
- Apache Tomcat Servlet Container 5.5.26, 6.0.18 (recommended) or higher;
- Oracle GlassFish Server Open Source Edition 3.0.1 or higher;
- or a compatible (commercial or open source) Java application server such
as BEA WebLogic or IBM WebSphere. Note that these commercial
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application servers are currently supported through MasterObjects'
integration partners.

2.2
2.2.1

Infrastructure Installation
Install the Java Runtime Environment (JRE)

Unless the JVM is already installed, install a proper Java Virtual Machine. For
best performance, make sure that the Java Runtime Environment includes a
server-class JVM.
On most UNIX and Linux dialects as well as Mac OS X, a proper JVM is preinstalled. On some Linux distributions including CentOS, Java will
automatically be installed when installing the application server (e.g. Tomcat).
On Windows, the latest JVM is available as a free download from Oracle at:
http://www.java.com/en/download/
2.2.2

Install the Application Server (Servlet Container)

Unless a compatible Java application server is already installed (as it is on
various Linux distributions), install Tomcat or GlassFish using the
corresponding installation instructions. For full documentation, please refer to
http://jakarta.apache.org/tomcat/
http://glassfish.java.net/
On various Linux distributions, complete application server software packages
are available for installation through automatic software management tools like
yum.

⇒

2.3

Please refer to chapter 8.1 of this document for Tomcat-specific installation
and configuration guidelines. For commercial application servers, please
refer to the appropriate documentation from your vendor.

Deploy the “QuestObjects Home” Folder
The configuration files bundled with the QuestFields Server distribution
contain initial settings that are appropriate for use during testing of a
QuestFields deployment. The settings can be edited and tuned to customer
specific benchmarks before deployment on production servers.

2.3.1

Determine Location for QO_HOME

Copy the QuestObjects home folder (containing the QuestFields Server
configuration, log and statistics folders as well as optional drivers and plug-ins)
to the proper location on disk. The recommended location is:
-

VERSION 2.2.3
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-

on Windows: C:\questobjects-home

-

on Mac OS X: /Library/QuestObjects/Home

In the remainder of this document, the location of the QuestObjects Home
folder is referred to as QO_HOME.
You may deviate from the recommended location, but for security reasons,
please ensure that you choose a location that is not accessible over the network,
let alone from a web server.

⇒

On Unix-based systems, it is recommended that directory QO_HOME/logs
is replaced by a symbolic link to redirect the QuestFields Server logs to an
appropriate Unix logs subdirectory location (such as
/var/log/questobjects).
On Mac OS X, it is recommended that the application server and the
QuestFields Server are configured to write their log files into
/Library/Logs/QuestObjects. This prevents Time Machine and
Spotlight from including the logs. This is easily achieved by replacing the
QO_HOME and application server logs directories by symbolic links. See the
"readme.txt" file in the Mac OS X folder of the QuestFields Server software
distribution version 2.2.1 and up.

2.3.2

Install QuestFields Server License

Copy your license file (qo-server.license) into the QO_HOME/conf/
subdirectory.
2.3.3

Set File Ownership and Permissions

On Unix/Linux-based systems, it is strongly recommended that you run the
application server (and thus the QuestFields Server application) in a sandbox
by creating a dedicated user and assigning ownership to (and read/write
privileges on) the contents of QO_HOME exclusively to that user.
If your operating system already has a user for your application server (such as
user "tomcat" or "glassfish"), you can use that. For even greater security,
MasterObjects recommends creating a dedicated user, "questobjects" or
"_questobjects" (the leading underscore is a convention used by Apple for
daemon/server processes and should be used on Mac OS X).

2.4

QuestFields Server Installation with Tomcat
These installation instructions assume that Apache Tomcat is used as the
application server ("servlet container"). Some modifications to the instructions
may be necessary for other application servers. Please skip to chapter 2.5 for
GlassFish installation instructions.
The location of the Tomcat root folder is referred to in this document as
<tomcat–home>.
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Shut Down Tomcat

Make sure that the application server instance on which you are installing is
shut down.
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⇒

On Linux distributions that provide a graphical Service Configuration tool,
use it to stop the application server:

On other Unix/Linux systems, use the Tomcat "shutdown.sh" script,
found in the <tomcat–home>/bin directory.
On Windows, use the Windows Services control panel to select Apache
Tomcat and click "Stop":

On Mac OS X, instead of using the shell script, you can use a launch
daemon configuration file (an example of which is included in the
QuestFields Server software distribution) to load and unload Tomcat:
sudo launchctl unload
/Library/LaunchDaemons/com.questobjects.tomcat.plist
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Set Java Options (JAVA_OPTS)

Add the following options to the JAVA_OPTS environment variable.
Configuration of this environment variable depends on your operating system:
-

on UNIX or Linux, edit the appropriate shell script. A default shell script
catalina.sh is provided with Tomcat in directory <tomcat-home>/bin

-

on Windows, use the "Java" tab in the Tomcat Common Daemon Service
Manager, an application named tomcat6w.exe in Tomcat's bin directory:

If you did not use the Tomcat service installer for Windows, you can edit the
appropriate batch file. In that case, a default batch file comes with Tomcat in
directory <tomcat-home>\bin
-

on Mac OS X, JAVA_OPTS is typically specified in the Tomcat launch daemon
file located in /Library/LaunchDaemons/

Variables are added to the Java options by prefixing them with "–D ":
QO_HOME

-DQO_HOME=/path_to_the_questobjects_home_folder

⇒

See chapter 2.3 for the recommended location of the QuestObjects Home
folder on your operating system. The QuestObjects home folder can be
deployed in a location of your choosing and the parameter set accordingly.
The path uses the UNIX path separator character /, not the typical
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Windows backslash character \. The path also does not end in a trailing
slash. For example, the default path on Windows is configured as:
C:/questobjects-home
QO_SERVER
(optional)

-DQO_SERVER=server_instance_id
If you do not specify the QO_SERVER variable, the server will use instance Id
"qo" and an appropriate warning will be logged during startup. It is
recommended that for additional server instances you use "qo_2", "qo_3", etc.

⇒

The server Id is used in various places:
- Log and statistics files written by the server use the instance Id in their
name. For example, the server log is named <instance
Id>.server.log.
- The Server Id is displayed in the server's status page (see chapter 4.2).
- The Server Id is displayed in the QuestFields client "About pane" after
the client connects to a server. This allows administrators to check which
specific server a QuestFields client is connected to in a multiple-server
QuestFields deployment. This information can be useful in diagnosing and
troubleshooting networking related issues.

⇒
QO_SERVICE
(optional)

-DQO_SERVICE=service_instance_name

⇒
Memory Settings

The default instance Id in QuestFields Server 2.1 and 2.2 was "Default",
not "qo".

If you do not specify the QO_SERVICE variable, the service instance name
will be equal to the server instance name.

On all but the smallest of QuestFields Server installations, you will also want to
fine-tune the JVM's memory and garbage collection settings. These settings
depend on the JVM and operating system and may look like:
-Xmx512m -Xmn256m -XX:MaxPermSize=300m -XX:+UseConcMarkSweepGC XX:+ExplicitGCInvokesConcurrent
Depending on the size of your database, QuestFields Indexer memory
requirements, cache size (etc.), you will want to set the -Xmx512m to a higher
value. We recommend that you set the minimum heap size to a fixed value so
that your server will refuse to launch if insufficient memory is available, e.g. –
Xmn512m.
With certain QuestFields Indexer configurations, you may also need to increase
the permanent generation memory, e.g. -XX:MaxPermSize=300m. On some
virtual machines the built-in QuestFields Search Engine will perform best with
the "Concurrent Mark Sweep" garbage collection method. This option is
selected by adding "-XX:+UseConcMarkSweepGC" and "XX:+ExplicitGCInvokesConcurrent".

⇒
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Deploy QuestFields Server Software

Copy the questobjects.war file to <tomcat-home>/webapps. When you start
up Tomcat, the application server will automatically expand and deploy this
web archive file and create a folder named questobjects.
Remove any previously expanded questobjects folder from the webapps
folder before starting up the Tomcat server.
Advanced Deployment (optional)

Once expanded, the questobjects folder contains an XML deployment
configuration file named web.xml in folder questobjects/WEB-INF.
To run multiple instances of the QuestFields Server (and in QuestFields Server
versions below 2.1), an administrator must change three of the settings in this
configuration file in order to configure the QuestFields Server and QuestFields
Content Service components. These settings define the location of the
"QuestObjects Home" folder and the instance ids used by the QuestFields
Server and Content Service. Other settings in web.xml should not be changed.
Changes to the configuration file take effect after the application server is
restarted.
Overriding the
QuestFields Server
and Content
Service Id

The QuestFields Server Id is a unique identifier for a specific instance of
QuestFields Server that runs on the application server.

⇒

In QuestFields Server 2.1 or higher, the server and the Content Service Ids
are preset to QO_SERVER and QO_SERVICE: The QuestFields Server will
use the Ids as specified in the JAVA_OPTS (as described chapter 2.3 above).
So, in a single-server setup, it is no longer necessary to modify web.xml.

In a QuestFields deployment that includes multiple QuestFields Servers, you
should override the global settings and set a unique Id for each server
deployed.
The server Id is defined in the servlet context parameter named QO_SERVER in
the web.xml file. The Content Service Id is defined in the initialization
parameter named QO_SERVICE. Please make sure that in each case you change
the value of the parameter, defined in <param-value>, not the parameter’s
name.
Overriding the
"QuestObjects
home" folder
location

The location of the home folder is a parameter that is passed in to the server at
server startup time.
The home folder is defined by the initialization parameter named QO_HOME.
Please make sure that you change the value of the parameter defined in
<param-value>, and not the parameter’s name.

⇒

VERSION 2.2.3

In QuestFields Server 2.1 or higher, QO_HOME is preset to "QO_HOME",
which causes the path to be derived from the QO_HOME Java options variable.
It is no longer necessary to modify the web.xml file, unless you run
multiple instances of the QuestFields Server.
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Configure the QuestFields Client

QuestFields Client files are included with the server distribution. After
installing the QuestFields Server software, they reside in folders
questobjects/client, questobjects/local, and questobjects/styles.
For detailed client configuration and website design instructions, please refer to
the Client Administration Guide.

2.5

QuestFields Server Installation with GlassFish
This chapter describes the steps needed to deploy the QuestFields Server in the
Oracle GlassFish application server.
The location of the GlassFish root folder (e.g. ~/glassfish3) is referred to in
this document as <glassfish–home>.

2.5.1

Configure GlassFish

On all but the smallest of QuestFields Server installations, you will want to
fine-tune the JVM's memory and garbage collection settings. These settings
depend on the JVM and operating system.
In GlassFish, JVM options can be modified by selecting "JVM Settings" in the
browser-based configuration tool (usually accessible at
http://localhost:4848).
Depending on the size of your database, QuestFields Indexer memory
requirements, cache size (etc.), you will want to set the -Xmx512m to a higher
value. We recommend that you set the minimum heap size to a fixed value so
that your server will refuse to launch if insufficient memory is available, e.g. –
Xmn512m.

With certain QuestFields Indexer configurations, you may also need to increase
the permanent generation memory, e.g. -XX:MaxPermSize=300m. On some
virtual machines the built-in QuestFields Search Engine will perform best with
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the "Concurrent Mark Sweep" garbage collection method. This option is
selected by adding "-XX:+UseConcMarkSweepGC" and "XX:+ExplicitGCInvokesConcurrent".

⇒

2.5.2

Your JVM may not start if any of the options is not supported on your
system. Restart the GlassFish server after making these changes.

Deploy Application

To deploy the QuestFields Server, follow these steps:
-

In the GlassFish browser-based administration tool (usually accessible at
http://localhost:4848), click on "Applications" and then click the
"Deploy…" button.

-

Click on "Choose File", navigate to the questobjects.war file included in
the QuestFields Server distribution and select it.

-

Deselect the "Status: Enabled" checkbox so that you can configure the
application before it is started. Your window should now look like the
following screen shot:

-

Accept default value "questobjects" for Context Root and Application
Name. Click "OK" to deploy the QuestFields Server. This "explodes" the war
file into the GlassFish domain directory ("domain1", in this case):
<glassfish-home>/glassfish/domains/domain1/applications/questobjects/

The QuestFields Server show now be listed as "questobjects" under
"Deployed Applications":
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Since the QuestFields Server does not yet know the location of your QO_HOME
directory, the server status window would display the following error message
if you enable the application at this time:

The GlassFish log file for the domain would contain the following error line:
[#|…|INFO|glassfish3.1|javax.enterprise.system.container.web.com.sun.enterprise.web
|_ThreadID=177;_ThreadName=Thread-1;|PWC1412: WebModule[null]
ServletContext.log():QuestObjectsServlet: missing servlet context parameter
QO_HOME|#]

2.5.3

Configure the Location of QuestObjects Home

To tell the QuestFields Server where it can find the QO_HOME directory (defined
in chapter 2.3), you need to execute the "set-web-context-param" command
using GlassFish application server administration utility. The asadmin utility is
found in the <glassfish–home>/bin directory.
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For example, to set the QuestObjects Home folder to "C:/questobjects-home"
on Windows, use:
asadmin set-web-context-param --name=QO_HOME --value="C:/questobjectshome" --description="The QuestObjects Home Folder Location" questobjects

(execute this command as one line)
The following output is after setting QO_HOME to
"/Library/QuestObjects/Home":

To verify that setting the command succeeded, use "asadmin list-webcontext-param questobjects":

2.5.4

Starting the QuestFields Server

To start the QuestFields Server application, check it in the Applications list and
click on "Enable":

To view the QuestField Server status window, click on "Launch". This will
reveal the URLs at which GlassFish has deployed the application. Clicking any
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of these URLs will cause the QuestFields Server status page to be displayed in
your browser.
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QuestFields Server Configuration
Configuration Overview
The QuestFields Server is configured using a QuestFields-specific configuration
directory, QO_HOME/conf. It contains the following files and directories:
-

server.xml: Server settings including logging, request management, query
cache settings and user session settings.

-

content-service.xml: Content Service-level logging configuration.

-

qo-server.license: The license file needed to run the server.

-

channels: a folder containing Content Channel configuration files. Each file
defines one Content Channel and contains settings for queries, channel
name, related help and copyright text and result expiration settings.

-

content-queries: a folder containing Content Query instance
configuration files. Each file defines one Content Query instance and
contains a generic query for a database or directory described in a cam
configuration, and the corresponding cam instance Id. Multiple channels
may share a single Content Query instance.

-

cams: a folder containing Content Access Module instance configuration
files. Each file defines one Content Access Module instance and contains
settings for database and directory connection and authentication settings.
Multiple Content Queries that share a connection may share a single CAM
instance.

⇒

VERSION 2.2.3

In QuestFields Server 2.x and higher, most changes to the content service
(cams, channels, and content queries) will automatically be activated
without requiring a server restart. Changes to the server and service
configuration files take effect after the QuestFields Server is restarted.
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Basic Server Configuration
Logging and Statistics Settings

The QuestFields Server writes logging and statistics information into files in the
QO_HOME/logs directory.
Logging levels

The following logging level threshold settings possible, in increasing level of
detail, are:
FATAL

Designates severe error events that the QuestFields Server is not expected to
recover from. Example: the Java runtime environment running out of memory.

ERROR

Designates error events that allow the QuestFields Server to continue running
but might impact proper operation. Example: an error returned from a data
source the server is trying to query.

WARN

Designates warnings for usually minor problems that do not impact the
server’s operation. Example: receiving an incorrectly formatted client message.

INFO

Designates informational messages that highlight details of the normal
behavior of the QuestFields system. Example: cache usage statistics.

⇒
DEBUG

This is the recommended default logging level for production servers.

Designates fine-grained messages that are useful to debug and diagnose a
QuestFields Server. These messages are not intended to be logged in
production environments, but can be useful to an administrator while testing
and troubleshooting the QuestFields system.
Level threshold setting are inclusive and therefore allow all messages of higher
levels to be logged as well. (For example, a threshold setting of WARN allows all
messages of levels WARN, ERROR and FATAL to be written to the log files, a
threshold setting of DEBUG allows all messages to be written).

⇒

The recommended level threshold for production servers is INFO.

The logging level threshold defined in the setting:
<logLevel>INFO</logLevel>
Statistics logging interval

The QuestFields Server logs query cache use and user session manager
statistics at a configurable interval. The statistics are written into a compressed
XML file in the QO_HOME/stats directory. One file contains the statistics for one
day.
The statistics interval is defined in seconds and can be set as granularly as
needed. It can be useful to set the interval to log statistics frequently (for
example: every 60 seconds) while tuning and benchmarking the QuestFields
system.
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The statistics logging interval is specified in number of seconds and is defined
in the setting (here set to 3600): <statisticsGatheringInterval> 3600
</statisticsGatheringInterval>.
The statistics persistence interval is also specified in number of seconds. When
this interval is reached the current statistics are written to file, replacing the file
that is already there. The interval can be set in (here set to 3600):
<statisticsPersistenceInterval> 3600
</statisticsPersistenceInterval>.
The statistics are collected into a queue and handled by one or more separate
threads. This is to make sure that the statistics gathering doesn’t interfere with
the queries by the users of the QuestFields Server. The queue length can be set
by (here set to 100):
<statisticsQueueLength>100</statisticsQueueLength>. The number of
threads can be set by (here set to 2):
<numberOfStatisticsThreads>2</numberOfStatisticsThreads>.
3.2.2

Loading configurations of CAMs, Content Queries, and Channels

The Content Access Module, Content Query, and Channel configuration files
are checked (and reloaded if they changed) by the server on a set basis. This can
be configured in the content-service.xml.
To turn the automatic check on, set the configuration as follows
<automaticReload>true</automaticReload>. Replace true with false to
disable automatic checking of these configuration files.
The interval of the automated check is defined in seconds in (here it’s 3600
seconds): <reloadInterval>3600</reloadInterval>

3.3

Channel Configuration
A Channel is configured in an xml file located in the channels folder. The
name of the file must be the same as the channel Id. The QuestFields Server will
rename the file to the Id if the Id differs from the name of the file.
The Questfields client needs to be configured with a channel Id. The client will
send the query to the channel defined by the channel Id. This Id is mapped by
the server to a Channel instance with the same Id. So a configuration file for a
channel creates an instance of a Channel with a channel Id that needs to be
configured on the QuestField client for it to use that instance. Section 6.4
explains the complete channel configuration.

3.4

CAM and Content Query Configuration
For details about configuring the interface between the QuestFields Server and
your database or directory through a Content Access Module (CAM) and
possibly several Content queries, please refer to the appropriate SQL or LDAP
Content Access Module Administration Guide.
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Some CAMs require drivers to establish a connection to a database. These
drivers typically come as jar files that can be placed in QO_HOME/drivers
(where the standard CAMs will automatically find them). Alternatively, if you
prefer to keep these drivers in a different location, you can edit the Java class
path.
Custom CAM software is typically installed in QO_HOME/plugins.

3.5

Advanced Configuration
The following section includes advanced configuration options used to tune the
QuestFields Server for maximum responsiveness and performance. All of the
settings parameters mentioned are defined in the QuestFields Server
configuration file server.xml or content-service.xml.

3.5.1

Request Management

The QuestFields Server has configurable limits for the maximum number of
concurrent threads used to execute client requests to view results, as well as the
length of the queue in which to place requests that could not be immediately
performed. These limits help to ensure that the QuestFields Server remains
responsive in high-load situations and that the QuestFields Server does not
overload the content-source being queried with many simultaneous queries.
The request management configuration is configured in the server.xml.
Request types

The QuestFields Server distinguishes between two types of client requests to
view results:
-

Query requests, performed when a user types in a new query. A query
request can trigger a query on the content-source, unless the QuestFields
Server already has results for the query in its cache.

-

Range requests, performed when a user scrolls through results for a query
that was already performed. Results to a range request are usually served
from the QuestFields Server’s cache, unless the results expire during the
time the user scrolls.

This QuestFields Server has separate configurable limits for each of the two
request types. Since range requests are usually served from the cache, their
settings can be configured to higher limits than the query requests.
Request serving sequence

When a client request to view results arrives at the QuestFields Server, the
server first checks if it can allocate a thread to immediately execute the request,
up to the maximum number of concurrent threads limit configured for the
request type. If a thread is available, the request will be executed. If the limit for
maximum number of concurrent threads has been reached, the server will try
to queue the request. Queued requests wait for availability of threads to
execute. If the request queue is full, the request will be rejected and the server
will reply to the client with an indicative error message.
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Initial request management settings

As a starting point for memory request management tuning, it is advisable to
configure QuestFields Server to:
-

Configure the maximum number of concurrent threads used to execute
queries to a number that can be reasonably supported by the underlying
content-source. The QuestFields Server will never perform more than this
number of queries simultaneously.

-

Configure the queue length for client query requests to the estimated peak
number of concurrent client query requests.

-

Configure the maximum number of concurrent threads used to execute
range (scrolling) requests. In a QuestFields system configured with
sufficient memory for caching, it is reasonable to assume that the majority of
these requests will be served from the server’s cache.

-

Configure the queue length for client range requests to the estimated peak
number of concurrent client range requests.

Tuning request management settings

After setting up an initial configuration, it is advisable to tune these settings
through benchmarking with realistic user and query loads.
A recommended technique for tuning the maximum number of concurrent
threads used to execute queries is to first configure this limit to a number lower
than is expected to be supported by the content-source, then repeatedly
perform a load test, each time setting a higher limit. The aim of such a test is to
find an optimal setting that enables as high a client request throughput as
possible while ensuring that the content-source is not overloaded with multiple
queries. Changing the length of the query request queue can then be used to try
to “smooth” out any transient load peaks.
A similar technique can be used to tune the settings for range (scrolling)
requests, usually to higher limits than the query request limits.
The maximum number of concurrent threads used to execute client query
requests is defined in (here set to 10):
<queryRequestMaxThreads>10</queryRequestMaxThreads>.
The setting for the queue length for incoming client query requests is defined
in: <queryRequestQueueLength>30</queryRequestQueueLength>.
The maximum number of concurrent threads used to execute client range
requests is defined in:
<rangeRequestMaxThreads>10</rangeRequestMaxThreads>.
The setting for the queue length for incoming client range requests is defined
in: <rangeRequestQueueLength>10</rangeRequestQueueLength>.
3.5.2

RAM Allocation

As a starting point for memory allocation tuning, it is advisable to configure the
Java runtime environment to use as large a heap size as possible without
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causing the operating system to "swap" pages to disk. See chapter 2.4.2 or 2.5.1
for help on configuring the heap size in the application server.

⇒

On 32bit operating systems, the Java Virtual Machine usually has a
functional limit on maximum heap size that is between 1.5GB and 1.9GB.
Trying to allocate a bigger heap size will prevent the application server from
starting up.

QuestFields memory allocation limits

The QuestFields Server has configurable limits for the maximum number of
concurrently open sessions and the maximum size of the query cache, in order
to ensure that the server does not try to allocate more memory than is available
to the Java runtime environment.
Initial memory allocation ratios recommendation

A conservative recommendation for initial memory allocation ratios is:
Working RAM for Server:

1/3rd

(33%)

Query Cache:

1/2

(50%)

User Sessions:

1/6th

(17%)

The total memory configured for the Java heap is used as the base (100%) for
these calculations.
This recommendation is only meant as a conservative starting point for tuning
by an administrator for a specific QuestFields installation. The actual working
RAM use in a running Servlet container is influenced by many factors. In
configurations with relatively low message loads, or where large amounts of
free memory are available, it is usually not necessary to reserve a full 1/3rd for
working RAM. Also, the ratio between allocations for query cache and user
sessions can and should be configured based on actual requirements. For
example, if it is necessary to support more concurrent user sessions (at the
possible expense of longer average response times), an administrator can
increase the allocation for user sessions and decrease the allocation for the
query cache.
It is important to tune these settings only after thorough benchmarking with
realistic user and query loads.
QuestFields memory allocation settings

The QuestFields Server settings that an administrator can configure in order to
control the allocation are the maximum total size of the query cache and the
maximum number of user sessions concurrently open. The working RAM is not
defined but is the implicit remaining part out of the total allocated to the Java
heap.
Query Cache memory allocation

The maximum total size of the cache is specified in number of megabytes and is
defined in the setting: <maxCacheSize>128</maxCacheSize>.
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Cache effectiveness can be monitored by inspecting the cache statistics that are
logged in the server log file. These statistics include the request count, cache hit
ratio and memory usage.
User session memory allocation

The total memory consumption of the user sessions is a product of the number
of concurrently open sessions multiplied by the memory use for a single user's
session.
The memory consumption for a single user's session depends on the number of
QuestFields channels that the user is accessing and on the number of results
that exist for the queries that the use performs in those channels.
A conservative estimate would be to allow about 1KB per session for general
user information, and then add 1KB per channel for every 6000 results that
might exist for the queries the user performed, with a minimum of 512 bytes
per channel.
An example calculation for a user querying two channels and receiving up to
6000 results per channel would be:
1KB user info + (1KB per channel * 2 channels) = 3KB total
In this example estimation, each user’s session would consume about 3KB.
Another example, for a user querying one channel and receiving only up to 100
results in the channel, would be:
1KB user info + (512 Bytes minimum per channel * 1) = 1.5KB total
In this example estimation, the minimum consumption of 512 Bytes is used for
the channel since the consumption for 100 results is less than the minimum per
channel. In the example each user’s session would consume about 1.5KB.
After estimating the memory consumption of a single user’s session, it is
possible to estimate the memory allocation requirements for all the sessions. An
example initial starting point setting for a server, in which each user’s session
consumes 3KB, and is configured to use 512MB of ram for the Java heap would
be:
512MB total * 1/6 for the user sessions = roughly 85MB
85MB / 3KB per session = roughly 29,000 sessions
The setting would be:
<maxOpenSessions>29000</maxOpenSessions>

The setting for the maximum number of sessions allowed to be concurrently
open is defined in: <maxOpenSessions>15000</maxOpenSessions>.
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Server Management
Startup and Shutdown
-

The Servlet container (application server) starts up the QuestFields Server at
container startup time.

-

The Servlet container shuts down the QuestFields Server at container
shutdown time.

-

For instructions on startup and
shutdown of the QuestFields
Server while the Servlet
container is running, please refer
to the appropriate Servlet
container documentation on
starting and stopping
applications.

Monitoring
The QuestFields Server’s operation
can be monitored by examining the
server’s log files (as defined in the
next section) and by using the builtin monitoring services supplied in
the Servlet container. Please refer to
the appropriate Servlet container
documentation on monitoring web
applications.
To test whether the QuestFields
Server is running, you can type its
URL (usually ending in
/questobjects/server) into your
web browser. If the QuestFields
Server is running properly, it
should open a page similar to the
screen shot on the right.
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QuestFields Logging
The QuestFields Server writes logging information into various separate log
files in the QuestFields logging directory (QO_HOME/logs). There are separate
log files for the QuestFields Server, Client
Sessions, QuestFields Content Service and
QuestFields Channels. Any errors that
might occur in the Server or Content
Service are written also into separate error
logs, enabling an administrator to quickly
glance and search for errors.
Note that global server status can be
viewed on the QuestFields Server Status
Page.

⇒

Log File Contents

VERSION 2.2.3

The page on the right appears when the
QuestField Server cannot find the
QuestObjects Home folder or if the
server could not start for some other
reason. In that case, check the log files
of your particular application server.

-

qo.server.log : query cache statistics, initialization messages for server
components, any errors that might occur in the server. Diagnostic
information about client requests is written to the server log at the DEBUG
logging level.

-

qo.server-management.log : messages from the QuestFields System
manager, log messages from third party software used by the QuestFields
Server like the Quartz timing service.

-

qo.server-sessions.log : session start and end messages for every user
session created, session manager statistics. Note: Unlike errors that occur in
other QuestFields Server components, session errors are not also copied into
the server's error log.

-

qo.service.log : initialization messages of managers for content access
module instances, content queries, and channels, plus errors that occur in
the Content Service tier of the QuestObjects system.

-

qo.service-channels.log : some initialization messages for all channels,
any errors that might occur in the channels. Diagnostic information about
queries executed is written to the channels log at the DEBUG logging level.

-

qo.service-cams.log : some initialization messages for all cams, any
errors that might occur in the content access module instances. Diagnostic
information about queries executed by the cams are written to the cams log
at the DEBUG logging level.

-

qo.service-content-queries.log : some initialization messages for all
content-queries, any errors that might occur in the content-queries.
Diagnostic information about queries executed is written to the contentqueries log at the DEBUG logging level.
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In addition to each of these log files, a separate file using file name suffix
".errors" is used to log errors that occur in both the Server and Content
Service tiers. This file should be the first place you look to find out whether the
system is operating normally.
Startup and shutdown messages are written to all log files.
Message Logging
Levels

The Server startup and shutdown messages, as well as the session start and end
messages for every user session created, are always written to the log files and
are independent of the configured logging level threshold. All other messages
are written to the log files in their respective logging level. (Please refer to the
explanation of logging levels in chapter 3.2.1.)

Log File Rotation

Each of the six log files is rotated daily at midnight. For example, on
July 20th 2010 at midnight, the logging file qo.server.log will be copied to
qo.server.log.2010-07-20 and logging for July 21st 2010 will continue in
qo.server.log until it rolls over the next day.

Log File Archiving
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Logging can generate large quantities of information and can create very large
log files, especially if the logging level is configured to output diagnostic
information in the DEBUG level. It is recommended to conserve disk space by
regularly archiving old log files.
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Troubleshooting
Problem Analysis
This section describes some common problems that might occur on the
QuestFields Server and how to resolve them.
Problems that occur will be logged to the relevant QuestFields logs per the
configured logging level threshold. Server startup problems that can prevent
the QuestFields logs from being written (such as improperly configured
logging settings or an improperly configured QuestObjects Home folder), will
be logged to a QuestFields specific log file that is created in the logs folder of
the application server, titled questobjects.<yyyy-mm-dd>.log (such as
questobjects.2010-10-20.log).

5.1.1

Startup Problems
Server does not start – improperly configured setting

Cause:

A setting is missing or improperly configured in the server
configuration file server.xml.

Verification: Check the server error log file for any errors such as:
15:43:28,239 [main] SEVERE Servlet /questobjects threw load() exception
com.masterobjects.qo.base.QoInitializationException: invalid range
requests queue length: 0

Solution:

Enter a correct value for the improperly configured setting and
restart the QuestFields Server.

Server does not start – improperly configured logging setting

Cause:

A setting for the QuestFields logging is missing or improperly
configured in the server configuration file server.xml.

Verification: Check the QuestFields log file created in the application server's
logs/ folder for any errors such as:
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2010-11-01 15:39:37 StandardContext[/questobjects]QuestObjectsServlet:
Exception in QuestObjects Server component initialization
com.masterobjects.qo.base.QoInitializationException: missing component
setting: component.log.level

Solution:

Enter a correct value for the improperly configured setting and
restart the QuestFields Server.

Server does not start – license file is not found

Cause:

The license file (qo-server.license) is not found in the /conf/
directory.

Verification: Check the server error log file for any errors such as:
15:43:28,239 [main] FATAL qo.server. - License file
(/usr/local/questobjects-home/conf/qo-server.license) could not be found
java.io.FileNotFoundException: /usr/local/questobjects-home /conf/qoserver.license (No such file or directory)

Solution:

Place the license file in the /conf/ directory and restart the
QuestFields Server.

Server does not start – license file could not be opened

Cause:

The license file (qo-server.license) is corrupt.

Verification: Check the server error log file for any errors such as:
15:45:34,108 [main] FATAL qo.server - License file
(/usr/local/questobjects-home/conf/qo-server.license) could not be
opened
java.io.IOException
at
com.masterobjects.qo.licensemanager.util.LicenseInputStream.<init>(Lice
nseInputStream.java:74)

Solution:

Place a new copy of the license file in the /conf/ directory and
restart the QuestFields Server.

Server does not start – improperly configured logging setting

Cause:

The license period has ended

Verification: Check the server error log file for any errors such as:
15:52:17,201 [main] FATAL qo.server - end of licensed period (30-042005) reached
15:52:17,201 [main] FATAL qo.server - Exception while initializing
com.masterobjects.qo.base.QoInitializationException: end of licensed
period (30-04-2005) reached
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Solution:

Purchase a new license. Place this new license file in the /conf/
directory and restart the QuestFields Server.

Server starts but a channel or CAM is improperly configured

Cause:

A setting for a channel or a content access module is missing or
improperly configured in one of the channel or content access
modules configuration files.

Verification: Check the Content Service error log file for any errors such as:
13:07:00,944 [ContainerBackgroundProcessor[StandardEngine[Catalina]]]
ERROR qo.service - tried to register:<jdbcCam id="sql">
<userName>QO</userName>
<password></password>
<JDBCDriver>org.postgresql.Driver</JDBCDriver>
<connectionURL>jdbc:postgresql://127.0.0.1:5555/PeopleFinder</connect
ionURL>
<poolMaxActive>10</poolMaxActive>
<poolMaxIdle>5</poolMaxIdle>
<poolMinIdle>5</poolMinIdle>
<poolMaxWait>100</poolMaxWait>
<poolTestOnBorrow>true</poolTestOnBorrow>
<validationQuery><![CDATA[select 1;]]></validationQuery>
</jdbcCam> but failed with errors->
13:07:00,944 [ContainerBackgroundProcessor[StandardEngine[Catalina]]]
ERROR qo.service - Error: 4003 about: connection message: An Error
occurred while connecting with the Database

or:
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14:29:07,350 [main] ERROR qo.service - tried to register:<channel
id="sql-name">
<helpText><![CDATA[help text]]></helpText>
<copyrightText><![CDATA[copyright MasterObjects, Inc. info
support@masterobjects.com]]></copyrightText>
<collatorStrength>PRIMARY</collatorStrength>
<collatorDecomposition>CANONICAL_DECOMPOSITION</collatorDecomposition
>
<collatorAdditionalRule><![CDATA[& '-'<','< '
']]></collatorAdditionalRule>
<sortingModeKey>COLLATOR_SORT</sortingModeKey>
<localeCountryCode>US</localeCountryCode>
<localeLanguageCode>en</localeLanguageCode>
<maxResults>3000</maxResults>
<resultSetLifetime>300</resultSetLifetime>
<queryTimeout>0</queryTimeout>
<minQueryLength>1</minQueryLength>
<querySelectors>
<querySelector>
<contentQueryId>firstName</contentQueryId>
<selectionCriterion>
<questerAttribute>INPUT_BUFFER</questerAttribute>
<selectionPattern><![CDATA[(\w+)\s?]]></selectionPattern>
<groupToVariableMapping group="1" variable="firstName"
defaultValue=""/>
</selectionCriterion>
</querySelector>
<querySelector>
<contentQueryId>lastName</contentQueryId>
<selectionCriterion>
<questerAttribute>INPUT_BUFFER</questerAttribute>
<selectionPattern><![CDATA[(\w+)\s?,?]]></selectionPattern>
<groupToVariableMapping group="1" variable="lastName"
defaultValue=""/>
</selectionCriterion>
</querySelector>
<querySelector>
<contentQueryId>firstlastName</contentQueryId>
<selectionCriterion>
<questerAttribute>INPUT_BUFFER</questerAttribute>
<selectionPattern><![CDATA[(\w+)\s+(\w+)]]></selectionPattern>
<groupToVariableMapping group="1" variable="firstName"
defaultValue=""/>
<groupToVariableMapping group="2" variable="lastName"
defaultValue=""/>
</selectionCriterion>
</querySelector>
<querySelector>
<contentQueryId>lastfirstName</contentQueryId>
<selectionCriterion>
<questerAttribute>INPUT_BUFFER</questerAttribute>
<selectionPattern><![CDATA[(\w+)\s?,(\w+)]]></selectionPattern>
<groupToVariableMapping group="1" variable="lastName"
defaultValue=""/>
<groupToVariableMapping group="2" variable="firstName"
defaultValue=""/>
</selectionCriterion>
</querySelector>
</querySelectors>
</channel> but failed with errors->
14:29:07,356 [main] ERROR qo. service - Error: 3004 about: QueryTimeout
message:Query timeout is to low or not defined for component
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Solution:

5.1.2

Enter a correct value for the improperly configured setting and
restart the QuestFields Server or wait for the server to rescan the
configurations.

Runtime Problems
The maximum number of concurrent users limit has been reached

Cause:

The limit that an administrator sets for the maximum number of
user sessions allowed to be concurrently open helps ensure that the
QuestFields Server does not allocate more memory than is
available to it. If the limit has been reached, the server will not
create any new sessions until at least one existing session either
stops or expires. Any additional clients that try to establish a
session during this period will receive an informative error
message stating that a session could not be established.

Verification: Check the QuestFields session log file for any warnings such as:
16:53:19,006 WARN qo.server-sessions - max open sessions limit
reached. Denied request to create a new session for user IP: 127.0.0.1

Solution:

Check that the limit on the number of concurrent session has not
been configured to a value that is too low. Please refer to the
configuration guidelines given in section 3.5.2 for an explanation of
the RAM allocation settings.

A Request Manager queue is full - Server is busy

Cause:

The limits that an administrator sets in the request manager
configuration settings help to ensure that the QuestFields Server
remains responsive in high-load situations and that the
QuestFields Server does not overload the content-source being
queried with many simultaneous queries. If a request queue is full
of pending client requests, any additional clients that try to execute
a request will receive a reply from the server stating that the
QuestFields Server is currently busy.

Verification: In order to conserve resources in high-load situations, no specific
messages are logged to the server logs if a request queue is full
unless the logging level threshold is set to DEBUG. Clients that try to
execute a request will receive a reply from server such as:
The QuestObjects Server is currently busy. Please try again later.
(error 400)

Solution:
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Errors when trying to execute queries

Cause:

Query errors can be caused either by improperly configured
queries in a channel configuration file (such as a syntax error in a
select statement), or by “real” errors that are returned from the
content source being queried (such as a Time limit exceeded error
returned by a busy LDAP server). In either case, if an error occurs
while trying to execute a query for a QuestFields client, the server
will reply to the client with an error message stating that the query
could not be executed by the content source.

Verification: Check the Content Service channels log file for any errors such as:
16:08:42,902 [Thread-57] ERROR qo.service-channels.cam.sql-test - JDBC
error
java.sql.SQLException: ERROR:
at character 8

parser: parse error at or near "where"

or:
17:02:51,577 [Thread-67] ERROR qo.service-channels.cam.ldap-test - LDAP
error
javax.naming.TimeLimitExceededException: [LDAP: error code 3 Timelimit Exceeded]; remaining name 'ou=People, o=Demo Data'

Solution:

5.1.3

Examine the error description in the channels log file to determine
the nature of the error. If the problem is caused by an improperly
configured query, enter a correct value in the appropriate
configuration file and restart the QuestFields Server. For details
about configuring the channel queries and the content access
module settings for querying your database or directory, please
refer to the appropriate SQL or LDAP Content Access Module
Administration Guide.

Cookie problems

The QuestFields Server may conflict with JSESSIONID set by other server
applications on same domain, and will clear the JSESSIONID when this
happens.
- By default, application servers like Tomcat set a JSESSIONID Cookie when a
session is started by any web application.
- QuestFields Server 2.x disables this using context.xml in the META-INF of the
questobjects.war.
- When another web application runs in the same domain, it might set
JSESSIONID.
- Even though we disable Cookies, the application server will pick up the
Cookie and use it!
The following problem occurs: The QuestFields Server "sees" the session Id
from the other server. The server won’t be able to find the session. It will start a
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new session and it will clear the Cookie, causing al sorts of problems with
session timeouts.
The best solution is to either (1) run the server in the same application server
and let it share the same session, or (2) reconfigure the other application so it
uses URL rewriting instead of the Cookie.

⇒

5.2

Note that the problem does not occur in the Flash client, because the Flash
XML object does not send or receive browser Cookies.

Error Codes
This section provides a list of the error codes that are sent to and displayed by a
QuestFields client when a problem occurs on the QuestFields Server.
Protocol related error codes

100

Cause:

The QuestFields Server received a request with malformed syntax.

101

Cause:

The QuestFields Server received an unknown message. This could
be due to a misconfigured proxy or firewall between the
QuestField and the QuestFields Server.

Session related error codes
200

Cause:

The QuestFields Server has reached the maximum number of
concurrent users limit.

210

Cause:

No session found. Either the user’s session has expired or a wrong
session Id was passed to the server.

220

Cause:

The QuestFields Server encountered a session Id mismatch.

299

Cause:

An unexpected session error occurred.

Quester related error codes

VERSION 2.2.3

300

Cause:

The QuestFields Server could not find a Quester with the specified
Id.

301

Cause:

The QuestFields Server could not find a Quester with the specified
name.

310

Cause:

The QuestFields Server found an existing Quester with the same
name.

350

Cause:

The QuestFields Server received a request for an invalid Quester
dependency type.

360

Cause:

A Quester cannot register a dependency on itself.
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Query related error codes
400

Cause:

The QuestFields Server is currently busy.

499

Cause:

An unexpected query error occurred. This error code is sent to the
client whenever an error occurs on a content-source being queried,
such as a SQL or LDAP error. For troubleshooting purposes, the
original content-source error will be logged to the channels log file
qo.service-channels.log.

Channel related error codes
500

Cause:

The QuestFields Server could not find a Channel with the specified
Id.

Generic error codes
999
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Configuration File Reference
QuestFields Server License
The license contained in file qo-server.license can restrict the server in
several ways.
-

It can restrict the lifetime of the server;

-

It can restrict the kind of CAMs used by the server;

-

It can restrict the number of channels loaded by the server.

If any of these restrictions need to be relaxed or lifted, please contact
MasterObjects to purchase a new license. Note that in some occasions there is a
need to upgrade the QuestFields Server as well because of added functionality
needed by the features described in the new license.
This file is configured by MasterObjects. It should not be changed in any way.

6.2

QuestFields Server Configuration
The server settings file is an xml file, assumed to be Latin characters in the UTF8 character encoding. Each setting is an xml element in the file. The file starts
with the opening of the server element <server> and ends with the </server>
end element.

6.2.1

General server settings
<providerName>

Use:

QuestFields provider name.

Value type: Text.
<providerDescription>

Use:
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Value type: Text.
6.2.2

Logging settings
<logLevel>

Use:

Logging level threshold.

Value type: String representing level name. Valid values are either FATAL,
ERROR, WARN, INFO or DEBUG.
<logToConsole>

Use:

Enables logging to console for debugging and troubleshooting.

Value type: String with either TRUE or FALSE.

⇒

Note: logging to console greatly reduces server performance and should not
be used in production environments.

<statisticsGatheringInterval>

Use:

Query cache and user session manager statistics logging interval.

Value type: Positive integer representing number of seconds.
6.2.3

General statistics settings
<numberOfStatisticsThreads>

Use:

Set the number of threads used to handle the statistics.

Value type: Positive integer representing number of threads.
<statisticsQueueLength>

Use:

Set the length of the statistics-gathering queue. Set this to the
expected maximum number of sessions per minute.

Value type: Positive integer representing the length of the queue.
<statisticsPersitenceInterval>

Use:

Sets the interval of time between persisting the statistics to disk.

Value type: Positive integer representing number of seconds.
6.2.4

Request management settings
<queryRequestQueueLength>

Use:

Maximum incoming queue length for client query requests.

Value type: Positive integer.
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<queryRequestMaxThreads>

Use:

Maximum number of concurrent threads used to execute client
query requests.

Value type: Positive integer.
<rangeRequestQueueLength>

Use:

Maximum incoming queue length for client range requests.

Value type: Positive integer.
<rangeRequestMaxThreads>

Use:

Maximum number of concurrent threads used to execute client
range requests.

Value type: Positive integer.
6.2.5

User Session settings
<sessionTimeout>

Use:

Specifies the time (in seconds) that a QuestFields user may be idle
before his/her session is expired.

Value type: Positive integer representing number of seconds.
<maxOpenSessions>

Use:

Maximum number of user sessions concurrently open.

Value type: Positive integer.
<urlSuffix>

Use: part of the mechanism for exchanging the user’s session Id between the
QuestFields Client and Server. The session Id suffix is passed to a QuestFields
client when a session is first established. The client then appends this suffix and
the session Id that it received from the server to the URL for all subsequent
requests to the server.
Value type: string representing the suffix.

⇒

6.2.6

The session Id suffix for all standard Servlet containers is specified to be
;jsessionid=. Please consult the Servlet container’s documentation if
changes to this setting are required.

Query Cache settings
<expectedCacheEntryCount>

Use:
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Value type: Positive integer.
<maxCacheSize>

Use:

Maximum total size of the cache in MB.

Value type: Positive integer.
<cacheMaxEntrySizeRatio>

Use:

Maximum allowed size of a single entry in the cache, defined as a
fraction of the cache total size.

Value type: Decimal fraction, greater than zero and smaller than one.

6.3

Content Service Configuration
The content-service settings XML file is an analog to the server XML file. See
explanation of format at beginning of this appendix. File contentservice.xml starts with the <content-service> element en ends with the end
element </content-service>.

6.3.1

Logging settings
<logLevel>

Use:

Logging level threshold.

Value type: String representing level name. Valid values are either FATAL,
ERROR, WARN, INFO or DEBUG.
<logToConsole>

Use:

Enables logging to console for debugging and troubleshooting.

Value type: String with either TRUE or FALSE.

⇒

Logging to the console greatly reduces server performance and should not
be used in production environments.

<statisticsGatheringInterval>

Use:

Query cache and user session manager statistics logging interval.

Value type: Positive integer representing number of seconds.
6.3.2

General statistics settings
<numberOfStatisticsThreads>

Use:

Set the number of threads used to handle the statistics.

Value type: Positive integer representing number of threads.
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<statisticsQueueLength>

Use:

Set the length of the statistics-gathering queue. Set this to the
expected maximum number of sessions per minute.

Value type: Positive integer representing the length of the queue.
<statisticsPersitenceInterval>

Use:

Sets the interval of time between persisting the statistics to disk.

Value type: Positive integer representing number of seconds.
6.3.3

Channel, Content Query and CAM configuration reload settings
<automaticReload>

Use:

Enables the reloading of changed configuration for the channels,
content queries and cams.

Value type: String with either true or false.
<reloadInterval>

Use:

Set the length for the interval between scans of the channel, content
query and cam configuration directories when automatic reload is
enabled.

Value type: Positive integer representing the number of seconds between scans.

6.4

Channel Configuration
A Channel is configured in an xml file located in the channels folder. The
name of the file needs to be the same as the channel Id. The Server will rename
the file to the Id if the Id differs from the name of the file.
The file (named channel-id.xml in this example) starts with <channel
id=”channel-id”> and ends with </channel>. In between there are the
channel configuration items. Each configuration item is an xml entity. The
value of the item is put between the tags. For example for the channel name the
name is placed between <name></name> such as <name>Channel Id</name>.
As the configuration is done in xml, there are some characters (<, >, & being the
most important ones) that need to be escaped to make the configuration valid
xml. For the convenience of the administrator the server allows certain fields to
be CDATA. CDATA is an xml data type that allows unescaped characters. The
help text is an example of this. The use of the CDATA type would look like this:
<helpText><![CDATA[This helptext contains unescaped characters
like & and can contain other tags like <br>]]></helpText>.
Any configuration element that allows CDATA will be marked as such.
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General channel settings
<name>

Use:

Channel name to be displayed in the QuestFields client.

Value type: String.
<helpText>

Use:

Channel help text to be displayed in the QuestFields client.

Value type: Text with limited HTML formatting. Can be defined as CDATA.

⇒

Note: for information about supported HTML formatting parameters,
please refer to the QuestField Client Administration Guide.

<copyrightText>

Use:

Channel copyright text to be displayed in the QuestObjects client.

Value type: Text with limited HTML formatting. Can be defined as CDATA.
6.4.2

Sorting channel settings
<sortingModeKey>

Use:

The sorting mode is used by the server to determine the kind of
sorting that is used to sort the results. Case sensitive or case
insensitive are non locale specific sorts. They do not take the
language of the data into consideration when sorting. Case
sensitive means that differences in the case of the data of results (E
vs e) result in a different place in the sort order. For Case
insensitive the case of result is ignored. If the language of the data
needs to be taken into account during the sort, use the Collator sort
setting and configure the other collator sort specific settings.

Value type: String containing either CASE_SENSITIVE, CASE_INSENSITIVE, or
COLLATOR_SORT.
<localeLanguageCode>

Use:

The language locale used as a base for sorting.

Value type: String representing the ISO Language Code (lower-case, two-letter
code as defined by ISO-639).

⇒ Note: this setting is optional and is only used if the sorting mode is set to
COLLATOR_SORT .
<localeCountryCode>

Use:

The country locale used as a base for sorting.

Value type: String representing the ISO Country Code (upper-case, two-letter
code as defined by ISO-3166).
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⇒ Note: this setting is optional and is only used if the sorting mode is set to
COLLATOR_SORT .
<collatorStrength>

Use:

Collator strength used when sorting. This is used to determine the
level of difference considered significant in comparisons. Four
strengths are provided: PRIMARY, SECONDARY, TERTIARY, and
IDENTICAL. The exact assignment of strengths to language
features is locale dependant. For example, in Czech, "e" and "f" are
considered primary differences, while "e" and "ê" are secondary
differences, "e" and "E" are tertiary differences and "e" and "e" are
identical.

Value type: String containing either PRIMARY, SECONDARY, TERTIARY or
IDENTICAL.

⇒ Note: this setting is optional and is only used if the sorting mode is set to
COLLATOR_SORT .
<collatorDecomposition>

Use:

Collator decomposition mode used when sorting. It is used by the
sort to determine whether characters will be decomposed.
Decomposition causes characters to be flatten in a way that they
can be compared. This will result is slower comparisons. No
Decomposition won’t decompose any characters. This might result
in incorrect comparison of accented characters or Katana
characters. Canonical Decomposition will decompose those
characters that contain an accent. This will make sure the
comparison of accented characters is correct. Full Decomposition
will decompose everything. All comparisons (including Katana)
will be correct. For Latin based languages no decomposition or
canonical decomposition will be fine, and a choice should depend
on the amount of accented characters and their importance in the
data. For eastern languages such as the Katana character set, Full
decomposition is needed.

Value type: String containing either NO_DECOMPOSITION,
CANONICAL_DECOMPOSITION or FULL_DECOMPOSITION.

⇒ Note: this setting is optional and is only used if the sorting mode is set to
COLLATOR_SORT .
<collatorAdditionalRule>

Use:

Additional sort rules to use for sorting. The rules always start with
a&.

Value type: String starting with a & in a CDATA block.

⇒ Note: this setting is optional.
⇒ Note: the default is & '-'< ‘ ‘ that adds the <space> in the sort rules. In this
way the ‘ ‘ is sorted before the comma (‘,’). If the comma needs to be sorted
before the ‘ ‘ use & '-'<','< ‘ ‘ as a rule. For more information see
http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.4.2/docs/api/java/text/RuleBasedCollator.html
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Result settings for the channel
<maxResults>

Use:

Maximum number of results to fetch in a result set for the channel.

Value type: Positive integer.
<resultSetLifetime>

Use:

Result set lifetime till expiry, defined in seconds starting from
query execution time. The server uses this value to determine if
result sets in the cache are still valid.

Value type: Positive integer representing number of seconds.
<queryTimeout>

Use:

The time to wait before discarding a long running query.

Value type: Positive integer representing number of milliseconds.
<minQueryLength>

Use:

Minimum length of user character input needed to trigger a query.

Value type: Positive integer representing number of characters.
<filter>

Use:

This optional element can be used to influence the way in which
the QuestFields Server filters results before they are returned to the
client.
By default, the filter setting is ADJACENT_DUPLICATE_KEYS,
meaning that if two consecutive results in the list have the same
key, the second and subsequent ones will be removed from the list.
If you are sure that query result duplicates never exist (or if you
don't mind displaying them), then you can set filter to NONE.

Value type: String containing either NONE or ADJACENT_DUPLICATE_KEYS.
6.4.4

Query selector settings

The Channel configuration contains a section that defines query selectors. A
query selector is used by the channel to determine if the input from a query
results in a call to a content-query and what part of the query needs to be
passed to the content-query.
Each query selector contains the Id of one content-query. Multiple query
selectors can use the same content-query. A query selector contains multiple
selector criterion. Each criterion is responsible for comparing a part of the
query to a pattern. That part can be the input buffer of the query, the qualifier
or the input buffer of a dependent channel. If the pattern matches the criterion
will take all or part of the input that was checked and map it to defined
variable names. These names conform to the keys defined in the content-query.
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If all the selector criterions in a query selector match, the content-query will be
called with the map created by the criterions.
When the channel receives a query all the query selectors are checked. The
results from the matching query selectors are merged into one result set.
<querySelectors>

Use:

To define one or more query selectors as explained above.

Value type: One or more <querySelector> elements.
<querySelector>

Use:

To define a query selector as explained above.

Value type: a query selector with a <contentQueryId> and one or more
<selectionCriterion>.
<contentQueryId>

Use:

To define the Id of the content query that this query selector
belongs to.

Value type: A String with the Id of the content-query.
<merge>

Use:

This optional element can be used to influence the way in which
the QuestFields Server merges results from the content queries
defined in a channel.
By default, the merge setting is VALUES, meaning that results from
the sub query will be merged sorted by value with the results from
the prior query (or queries).
To simply append results to the end of prior results, set merge to
NONE.

Value type: String containing either NONE or VALUES.
6.4.5

Selection criterion settings
<selectionCriterion>

Use:

To define a selection criterion as explained in section 3.3.4

Value type: A selection criterion with possibly one <channelId>, possibly one
<questerAttribute>, possibly one <selectionPattern> and
possibly one or more <groupToVariableMapping group=””
variable=”” defaultValue=””/>.

⇒ Note: For a selection criterion to be able to pass data to the content-query at
least one groupToVariableMapping needs to be defined.
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<channelId>

Use:

Value type:

To define the channel on which to apply this selection criterion. By
default the value is the current channel. This is useful to be able to
use the input of another channel through a dependency.
A String with the Id of the channel.

⇒ Note: This setting is optional. If it is not defined the channel Id is equal to the
current channel.
<questerAttribute>

Use:

Value type:

To define the part of the query this selection criterion needs to
match. A query has an input buffer, which contains the input typed
by the user, and a qualifier that can be set by javascript call.
Either INPUT_BUFFER or QUALIFIER.

⇒ Note: This setting is optional. Only INPUT_BUFFER is supported if the
channel Id is not equal to the current channel.
<selectionPattern>

Use:

Value type:

To define the pattern to match with the given input (as defined by
the <questerAttribute> and <channelId>). The pattern must be
defined as a regular expression. Regular expressions are a way to
define patterns for Strings. To pass a part of the input to the
content-query, one needs to define groups in the regular
expression. These groups are mapped to the variables defined in
<groupToVariableMapping>. For example if we want to match an
input that looks like “Doe, John” and pass Doe as a lastname to
the content-query and John as a firstname, we need to create a
regular expression to match the input. To match the input the
expression is as follows: \w+\s?,\s?\w+ .The \w+ stands for one or
more word characters, the \s? stands for zero or more white space
characters. To be able to pass the first part as a lastname and the
last part as a firstname, we need to introduce groups in the
expression. A group is defined by surrounding the part of the
expression with (). So the expression will look as follows:
(\w+)\s?,\s?(\w+). The first group (numbered as 1) will contain
“Doe”, the second (numbered as 2) will contain “John”. The
number 0 matches the whole String (“Doe, John”). The end result
in the configuration will look as follows:
<selectionPattern><![CDATA[(\w+)\s?,\s?(\w+)]]></select
ionPattern>.The mapping is further explained in
<groupToVariableMapping> and more in depth information on
regular expressions can be found in chapter …
A String or CDATA block containing a regular expression.

⇒ Note: This setting is optional. If it is not defined the complete input will
always match. The matched group number is 0. See
groupToVariableMapping for more information on group numbers,
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<groupToVariableMapping group=”” variable=”” defaultValue=””/>

Use:

To define the mapping between a group defined in the
<selectionPattern> and a variable for use by the content-query.
If after the match the group (defined by the number configured
here) is empty, the variable will be filled with the default value.
The server will test all the defined variables in the query selector to
make sure that all mandatory variables for a content-query will be
filled. If we take the example from <selectionPattern> we can
derive the groupToVariableMapping elements that are needed:
<groupToVariableMapping group=”1” variable=”lastname”
defaultValue=””/><groupToVariableMapping group=”2”
variable=”firstname” defaultValue=””/>.

Value type: The values are defined as attributes on the
groupToVariableMapping element. The group must be a positive
integer represented as a String, the variable is a String, as is the
defaultValue, although it may be empty (as shown in the header
of this section).

⇒ Note: While this setting is optional it must exist for any data to be passed to
the content-query.

6.5

Content Query Configuration
Please refer to the appropriate Content Access Module Administration Guide.

6.6

CAM Configuration (Content Access Modules)
Please refer to the appropriate Content Access Module Administration Guide.
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Appendix: Regular Expressions
The regular expressions that are part of the channel (defined in the
<selectionPattern> elements) are run by the underlying engine that is a part
of the standard JVM. In section 7.1 displays the documentation from the java
Pattern class. This documentation explains what kind of selection patterns can
be defined.

7.1
7.1.1

Regular expression overview
Summary of regular-expression constructs

Construct
Characters
x
\\
\0n
\0nn
\0mnn

VERSION 2.2.3

Matches

\xhh
\uhhhh
\t
\n
\r
\f
\a
\e
\cx

The character x
The backslash character
The character with octal value 0n (0 <= n <= 7)
The character with octal value 0nn (0 <= n <= 7)
The character with octal value 0mnn (0 <= m <= 3,
0 <= n <= 7)
The character with hexadecimal value 0xhh
The character with hexadecimal value 0xhhhh
The tab character ('\u0009')
The newline (line feed) character ('\u000A')
The carriage-return character ('\u000D')
The form-feed character ('\u000C')
The alert (bell) character ('\u0007')
The escape character ('\u001B')
The control character corresponding to x

Character classes
[abc]
[^abc]
[a-zA-Z]
[a-d[m-p]]
[a-z&&[def]]
[a-z&&[^bc]]
[a-z&&[^m-p]]

a, b, or c (simple class)
Any character except a, b, or c (negation)
a through z or A through Z, inclusive (range)
a through d, or m through p: [a-dm-p] (union)
d, e, or f (intersection)
a through z, except for b and c: [ad-z] (subtraction)
a through z, and not m through p: [a-lq-z](subtraction)
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Predefined character classes
.
\d
\D
\s
\S
\w
\W

Any character (may or may not match line terminators)
A digit: [0-9]
A non-digit: [^0-9]
A whitespace character: [ \t\n\x0B\f\r]
A non-whitespace character: [^\s]
A word character: [a-zA-Z_0-9]
A non-word character: [^\w]

POSIX character classes (US-ASCII only)
A lower-case alphabetic character: [a-z]
\p{Lower}
An upper-case alphabetic character:[A-Z]
\p{Upper}
All ASCII:[\x00-\x7F]
\p{ASCII}
An alphabetic character:[\p{Lower}\p{Upper}]
\p{Alpha}
A decimal digit: [0-9]
\p{Digit}
An alphanumeric character:[\p{Alpha}\p{Digit}]
\p{Alnum}
Punctuation: One of!"#$%&'()*+,\p{Punct}
./:;<=>?@[\]^_`{|}~
A visible character: [\p{Alnum}\p{Punct}]
\p{Graph}
A printable character: [\p{Graph}\x20]
\p{Print}
A space or a tab: [ \t]
\p{Blank}
A control character: [\x00-\x1F\x7F]
\p{Cntrl}
A hexadecimal digit: [0-9a-fA-F]
\p{XDigit}
A whitespace character: [ \t\n\x0B\f\r]
\p{Space}
Classes for Unicode blocks and categories
A character in the Greek block (simple block)
\p{InGreek}
An uppercase letter (simple category)
\p{Lu}
A currency symbol
\p{Sc}
Any character except one in the Greek block (negation)
\P{InGreek}
Any letter except an uppercase letter (subtraction)
[\p{L}&&[^\p{Lu}]]

VERSION 2.2.3

Boundary matchers
^
$
\b
\B
\A
\G
\Z
\z

The beginning of a line
The end of a line
A word boundary
A non-word boundary
The beginning of the input
The end of the previous match
The end of the input but for the final terminator, if any
The end of the input

Greedy quantifiers
X?
X*
X+
X{n}
X{n,}
X{n,m}

X, once or not at all
X, zero or more times
X, one or more times
X, exactly n times
X, at least n times
X, at least n but not more than m times

Reluctant quantifiers
X??
X*?
X+?
X{n}?
X{n,}?
X{n,m}?

X, once or not at all
X, zero or more times
X, one or more times
X, exactly n times
X, at least n times
X, at least n but not more than m times
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Possessive quantifiers
X?+
X*+
X++
X{n}+
X{n,}+
X{n,m}+

X, once or not at all
X, zero or more times
X, one or more times
X, exactly n times
X, at least n times
X, at least n but not more than m times

Logical operators
XY
X|Y
(X)

X followed by Y
Either X or Y
X, as a capturing group

Back references
\n

Whatever the nth capturing group matched

Quotation
\
\Q
\E

Nothing, but quotes the following character
Nothing, but quotes all characters until \E
Nothing, but ends quoting started by \Q

Special constructs (noncapturing)
(?:X)
(?idmsux-idmsux)
(?idmsux-idmsux:X)
(?=X)
(?!X)
(?<=X)
(?<!X)
(?>X)

X, as a non-capturing group
Nothing, but turns match flags on - off
X, as a non-capturing group with the given flags on - off
X, via zero-width positive lookahead
X, via zero-width negative lookahead
X, via zero-width positive lookbehind
X, via zero-width negative lookbehind
X, as an independent, non-capturing group

Backslashes, escapes, and quoting

The backslash character ('\') serves to introduce escaped constructs, as
defined in the table above, as well as to quote characters that otherwise would
be interpreted as unescaped constructs. Thus the expression \\ matches a
single backslash and \{ matches a left brace.
It is an error to use a backslash prior to any alphabetic character that does not
denote an escaped construct; these are reserved for future extensions to the
regular-expression language. A backslash may be used prior to a nonalphabetic character regardless of whether that character is part of an
unescaped construct.
7.1.3

Character Classes

Character classes may appear within other character classes, and may be
composed by the union operator (implicit) and the intersection operator (&&).
The union operator denotes a class that contains every character that is in at
least one of its operand classes. The intersection operator denotes a class that
contains every character that is in both of its operand classes.
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The precedence of character-class operators is as follows, from highest to
lowest:
1

Literal escape

\x

2

Grouping

[...]

3

Range

a-z

4

Union

[a-e][i-u]

5

Intersection

[a-z&&[aeiou]]

Note that a different set of metacharacters are in effect inside a character class
than outside a character class. For instance, the regular expression . loses its
special meaning inside a character class, while the expression - becomes a
range forming metacharacter.
7.1.4

Line terminators

A line terminator is a one- or two-character sequence that marks the end of a line
of the input character sequence. The following are recognized as line
terminators:
A newline (line feed) character ('\n'),
A carriage-return character followed immediately by a newline
character ("\r\n"),
A standalone carriage-return character ('\r'),
A next-line character ('\u0085'),
A line-separator character ('\u2028'), or
A paragraph-separator character ('\u2029').
If UNIX_LINES mode is activated, then the only line terminators recognized are
newline characters.
The regular expression . matches any character except a line terminator unless
the DOTALL flag is specified.
By default, the regular expressions ^ and $ ignore line terminators and only
match at the beginning and the end, respectively, of the entire input sequence.
If MULTILINE mode is activated then ^ matches at the beginning of input and
after any line terminator except at the end of input. When in MULTILINE mode $
matches just before a line terminator or the end of the input sequence.
7.1.5

Groups and capturing

Capturing groups are numbered by counting their opening parentheses from
left to right. In the expression ((A)(B(C))), for example, there are four such
groups:
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1

((A)(B(C)))

2

(A)

3

(B(C))

4

(C)

Group zero always stands for the entire expression.
Capturing groups are so named because, during a match, each subsequence of
the input sequence that matches such a group is saved. The captured
subsequence may be used later in the expression, via a back reference, and may
also be retrieved from the matcher once the match operation is complete.
The captured input associated with a group is always the subsequence that the
group most recently matched. If a group is evaluated a second time because of
quantification then its previously-captured value, if any, will be retained if the
second evaluation fails. Matching the string "aba" against the expression
(a(b)?)+, for example, leaves group two set to "b". All captured input is
discarded at the beginning of each match.
Groups beginning with (? are pure, non-capturing groups that do not capture
text and do not count towards the group total.
7.1.6

Unicode support

This class is in conformance with Level 1 of Unicode Technical Standard #18:
Unicode Regular Expression Guidelines, plus RL2.1 Canonical Equivalents.
Unicode escape sequences such as \u2014 in Java source code are processed as
described in §3.3 of the Java Language Specification. Such escape sequences are
also implemented directly by the regular-expression parser so that Unicode
escapes can be used in expressions that are read from files or from the
keyboard. Thus the strings "\u2014" and "\\u2014", while not equal, compile
into the same pattern, which matches the character with hexadecimal value
0x2014.
Unicode blocks and categories are written with the \p and \P constructs as in
Perl. \p{prop} matches if the input has the property prop, while \P{prop} does
not match if the input has that property. Blocks are specified with the prefix In,
as in InMongolian. Categories may be specified with the optional prefix Is:
Both \p{L} and \p{IsL} denote the category of Unicode letters. Blocks and
categories can be used both inside and outside of a character class.
The supported categories are those of The Unicode Standard in the version
specified by the Character class. The category names are those defined in the
Standard, both normative and informative. The block names supported by
Pattern are the valid block names accepted and defined by
UnicodeBlock.forName.
7.1.7

Comparison to Perl 5

The Pattern engine performs traditional NFA-based matching with ordered
alternation as occurs in Perl 5.
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Perl constructs not supported by this class:
The conditional constructs (?{X}) and (?(condition)X|Y),
The embedded code constructs (?{code}) and (??{code}),
The embedded comment syntax (?#comment), and
The preprocessing operations \l \u, \L, and \U.
Constructs supported by this class but not by Perl:
Possessive quantifiers, which greedily match as much as they can and do not
back off, even when doing so would allow the overall match to succeed.
Character-class union and intersection as described above.
Notable differences from Perl:
In Perl, \1 through \9 are always interpreted as back references; a backslashescaped number greater than 9 is treated as a back reference if at least that
many subexpressions exist, otherwise it is interpreted, if possible, as an octal
escape. In this class octal escapes must always begin with a zero. In this class,
\1 through \9 are always interpreted as back references, and a larger number is
accepted as a back reference if at least that many subexpressions exist at that
point in the regular expression, otherwise the parser will drop digits until the
number is smaller or equal to the existing number of groups or it is one digit.
In Perl, embedded flags at the top level of an expression affect the whole
expression. In this class, embedded flags always take effect at the point at
which they appear, whether they are at the top level or within a group; in the
latter case, flags are restored at the end of the group just as in Perl.
Perl is forgiving about malformed matching constructs, as in the expression *a,
as well as dangling brackets, as in the expression abc], and treats them as
literals. This class also accepts dangling brackets but is strict about dangling
metacharacters like +, ? and *, and will throw a PatternSyntaxException if it
encounters them.
For a more precise description of the behavior of regular expression constructs,
please see Mastering Regular Expressions, 2nd Edition, Jeffrey E. F. Friedl, O'Reilly
and Associates, 2002.

7.2

Examples
This section contains several examples for use by the server. They can serve as
a starting point for further specification. The examples are explained to show
how the patterns match the input.
Matching exactly one word

Pattern (\w+)\s?
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Example match “telephone ” results in group 0 = “telephone ”, group 1
= “telephone”
Example no match “tele phone”
Explanation The pattern is one or more word characters followed by zero or one
possible whitespace character. The \w describes the word character
(see section 7.1.1), the + tells the matcher to match one or more. The
\s describes a whitespace character. The ? describes zero or one.
The () is used to denote a group (see section 7.1.5), in this case all
the word characters.
Matching exactly two words

Pattern (\w+)\s+(\w+)\s?
Example match “telephone number ” results in group 0 = “telephone
number ”, group 1 = “telephone”, group 2 = “number”
Example no match “tele phone number”
Explanation The pattern is one or more word characters followed by one or
more possible whitespace character followed by the same pattern
as one word.
Matching one or two words

Pattern ((\w+)\s+)?(\w+)\s?
Example match “telephone number ” results in group 0 = “telephone
number ”, group 1 = “telephone ” (note the extra space),
group 2 = “telephone”, group 3 = “number”
Example match “telephone” results in group 0 = “telephone”, group 1 =
“” (this will be filled in by the default value (see section 6.4.5)),
group 2 = “”, group 3 = “telephone”
Example no match “tele phone number”
Explanation In this pattern the first word character and whitespace pattern is
put in it’s own group. This group is followed by the ? to denote
zero or one occurrences of the group! The rest is again the same as
the match exactly one word.
Matching an email address and getting the name before the @

Pattern ([a-zA-Z.]+)@.*
Example match “john.doe@example.net ” results in group 0 =
“john.doe@example.net ”, group 1 = “john.doe”
Example match “john@e” results in group 0 = “john@e”, group 1 = “john”
Example no match “john.doe”
Explanation In this pattern a character class (see 7.1.3) is used because not only
the word characters need to match but also a possible . .Secondly It
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should match as long as the input has no whitespace and has a @.
Since the QuestFields start with queries while the user is still
typing, the pattern should match as soon as it is clear that it’s an
email address. As soon as a @ is typed. While there is no need for
anything behind the @ we need to make sure that if something
behind the @ is typed the pattern still matches. To do this we use
the match anything . appended with the * for zero or more
occurrences.
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Appendix: Application Servers
This chapter includes general recommendations for configuring your
application server for running QuestFields.

8.1

Apache Tomcat Configuration
For full documentation about Tomcat administration and management, please
refer to the Tomcat website at http://jakarta.apache.org/tomcat/, or to
one of the many books and articles about Tomcat administration.

⇒

8.1.1

This chapter describes the configuration of Tomcat itself. Simplified
instructions for installing the QuestFields Server in Tomcat are found in
chapter 2.4.

Tomcat Installation

On UNIX and Linux, we recommend that you use the appropriate software
package installation tool to install Tomcat. This will automatically install a
proper JVM, too. Examples include:
-

⇒

On Linux distributions that support yum:
cd /etc/yum.repos.d
wget 'http://www.jpackage.org/jpackage50.repo'
yum update
yum install tomcat6 tomcat6-webapps
On CentOS 5.6, you may get a dependency error while executing the install
command. This can be solved by typing the following command (as a single
line):
rpm -Uvh
'http://plone.lucidsolutions.co.nz/linux/centos/images/jpackage-utilscompat-el5-0.0.1-1.noarch.rpm'

-
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-

On Mac OS X, Tomcat can be installed by downloading the zip file and
installing the directory in the appropriate location (MasterObjects
recommends /Library/QuestObjects/Tomcat). See QuestFields
Tech Note 3 for more information.
If only a single Tomcat installation is used on the Mac, then you may also use
an automatic package installation tool such as MacPorts. After installing
MacPorts, the corresponding command would be:
sudo port install tomcat6

8.1.2
Server-class Virtual
Machine

Automatic Startup

Tomcat Configuration Guidelines

For best performance, use a Server version of the Java runtime environment (a
"Server JVM"). In many JVMs this is achieved by setting the –server Java
option.
Set up Tomcat to start up automatically when the server machine is started.
On UNIX and Linux, configure the appropriate startup script to launch
automatically using the standard daemon or init mechanism supported by your
distribution. Modern Linux server distributions like CentOS provide automatic
software package managers that will install and deploy Tomcat as a service. On
such systems, starting Tomcat may be as simple as:
service tomcat6 start

On Windows, install Tomcat as a Windows "service". Recent versions of
Tomcat for Windows can be downloaded as a one-click installer. Choose the
"32-bit/64-bit Windows Service Installer" download option.
On the Mac, configure the Tomcat "Launch Daemon" (an example is included
in QuestField Server distributions 2.2.1 and higher). The command to launch
Tomcat and have it start automatically after reboot is as follows:
sudo launchctl load -w /Library/LaunchDaemons/com.questobjects.tomcat.plist

Java Heap Settings

As a starting point for memory allocation tuning, it is advisable to configure the
Java runtime environment to use as large a heap size as possible without
causing the operating system to "swap" pages to disk. As a general rule, set the
minimum heap size equal to the maximum heap size so that the server will
refuse to launch if your computer has insufficient memory. On Windows,
configure the Tomcat service parameters Initial memory pool and Maximum
memory pool. On UNIX based operating systems, configure the -Xms and -Xmx
parameters in the appropriate Tomcat startup script.

Webapps Folder
Cleanup

Remove unnecessary web applications such as the JSP examples and the Servlet
examples from the <tomcat-home>/webapps folder.

Remove
Unnecessary
Connectors

Remove settings for unnecessary connectors from the Tomcat server
configuration file <tomcat-home>/conf/server.xml by commenting them out.
A QuestFields installation will usually require a connector for directly serving
HTTP requests or a connector for receiving requests from another web server
such as Apache or IIS, but not both connectors.
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Optimizing Tomcat for Slow Networks

See chapter 8.3.1 for instructions on how to configure Tomcat so it compresses
network package contents.
8.1.4

Tomcat Server Port Configuration

By default, Tomcat is served from port 8080. It is strongly recommended that
QuestFields access the QuestFields Server through port 80, so that users who
access the QuestField do not experience issues with corporate firewalls that
block outgoing traffic to port 8080.

⇒

For use on the public Internet and to avoid issues with third-party firewalls
and proxies, always use port 80.

Typically, requests to port 80 are handled by the main (static) web server, such
as Apache HTTP Server or Microsoft ASP.NET Server (IIS or Internet
Information Server). By configuring a proxy in the main web server,
QuestFields traffic can be forwarded to the Tomcat port running on the same
machine.
Another option with Flash-based QuestFields (which can communicate across
domains) is to serve the QuestFields Server from a subdomain that is
configured to forward requests on port 80 to Tomcat's port 8080, e.g. having
http://questobjects.yourdomain.com at port 80 forward requests to the
/questobjects/ directory on your Tomcat server port 8080, e.g.
http://127.0.0.1:8080/questobjects/.
To change Tomcat's port number, change the port attribute of the Connector
element in the server.xml file, and then restart Tomcat.

8.2

Configuring the Web Server
Although your application server is capable of serving static content, in most
cases you will use QuestFields to enhance a static website that is served by a
web server, such as Apache HTTP Server or Microsoft ASP.NET Server. This
chapter contains additional information that will help you integrate the
application server used for QuestFields so it shares its services with your web
server running on port 80.

8.2.1

Configuring Apache HTTP Server on Port 80

The Apache web server is configured using the httpd.conf file. On UNIX
systems, this file is typically located in the /etc/httpd/ directory. On
Windows, the default path of the Apache configuration is C:\Program
Files\Apache Software Foundation\ApacheX.X\conf\.
First, to use proxies, the proxy module must be included in the Apache runtime
by un-commenting (removing the leading # sign from) the following lines:
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LoadModule proxy_module libexec/httpd/libproxy.so
AddModule mod_proxy.c

The following code is then added to the end of the Apache configuration to
forward requests to the application server running on port 8080 at a specific IP
address:
ProxyPass /questobjects http://x.x.x.x:8080/questobjects

It is possible to host the QuestFields client files on the static web server. In that
case, exclude the client directories from the proxy by inserting the following
lines before the original ProxyPass line:
ProxyPass
ProxyPass
ProxyPass
ProxyPass
8.2.2

/questobjects/client !
/questobjects/local !
/questobjects/styles !
/questobjects http://x.x.x.x:8080/questobjects

Configuring Microsoft ASP.NET Server (IIS) on Port 80

There are multiple ways in which a Microsoft IIS environment can be
configured to serve its static content along QuestFields. Through the use of
"adapters" that map traffic from IIS to Apache, QuestFields requests can be
routed to the application server.
However, the easiest way to host QuestFields alongside IIS, is to use a separate
IP address for QuestFields. The following guidelines are for a Windows server
running IIS 5+ with Tomcat.
Define IP Address

To define a second IP address in Windows for use by QuestFields, click the
"Advanced..." button Network control panel:

You need to work with three areas. The first is the IP Addresses section, which
is where you’ll add the second IP address. In the above screenshot, there is
already one address assigned. The second section lists the default gateways
currently defined on the machine. You can see that a single gateway is already
defined. Finally, the network metrics section defines the order in which
network information will be used.
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Adding a Second
IP Address

To add the second address, click the Add button in the IP Addresses section of
the window. You’ll be presented with a window that asks for the IP address
and subnet mask for the new address:

Reserve IP Address
for the Application
Server

By default, IIS uses connection pooling. This causes IIS to take control of port 80
on all IP addresses on the server, even if IIS is not running any websites on any
of these IP addresses. So, by default, the application server will not be able to
run on port 80 if IIS is running on the same machine.
This can be solved by configuring IIS so it does not "claim" all IP addresses.
First, this requires switching off connection pooling by executing a script in the
admin scripts folder. Open the Command console, and type the following lines:
cd c:\inetpub\adminscripts
cscript adsutil.vbs set w3svc/disablesocketpooling true

Also, by default, IIS websites are configured to listen on all IP addresses
(All Unassigned). This must be changed by setting each IIS website to a
specific IP address (not the IP address to be used by the application server).
This is done using the Website tab in the IIS Manager's website properties:

Repeat this step for every website served by IIS so that none of them uses the IP
address that will be used by the application server. IIS must be restarted before
the changes will take effect.
Configure the
Application
Server's IP Address
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Finally, now that IIS is no longer blocking all IP addresses, the application
server can be configured to use to a specific IP address.
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For Tomcat, this is done by editing the address attribute of the connector
element in Tomcat's conf/server.xml file:
<connector … address=”123.45.67.89″ …>

8.3

Optimizing Performance on Slow Networks
QuestField client files are small, and QOP (the QuestObjects Protocol) uses
small packets to exchange information between client and server. In broadband
network environments, this results in high performance, acceptably low
network load, and low server processor load. However, if your users load the
QuestField client files over a slow network (such as 56k7 modems, ISDN, or
EDGE or even mobile 3G), then it is strongly recommended that you activate
HTTP compression on the web server. This greatly reduces the loading time of
the QuestField client files (by compressing them using gzip), and also
optimizes the speed at which results appear. The only cost is higher CPU usage
on the server, which should only be noticeable in very high-use situations.
To enable HTTP compression on the Tomcat server, follow the instructions
below. If you host the QuestFields client files on your static web server (such as
Apache or Microsoft IIS), then you should also enable compression on those.
--> Note that certain HTTP proxy servers, including some advertised as HTTP 1.1–
compliant, do not handle the caching of compressed objects correctly. It may be
necessary to disable compression if your users access the QuestFields through these
proxies.

8.3.1

Instructions for Tomcat

The Tomcat server can be optimized for compression of QuestFields Server
communication messages and of client files (e.g., JavaScript and CSS).
In the Tomcat server.xml file, add the following attributes to the <Connector>
element (these attributes appear as a comment below the Connector element in
the default server.xml file, but note the addition of "text/javascript" and
"text/css"):
compression="on" compressionMinSize="2048"
noCompressionUserAgents="gozilla, traviata"
compressableMimeType="text/html,text/xml,text/javascript,text/css"

Then restart Tomcat.
--> If the CPU load increases unacceptably because of the QOP communication, you
can still enable compression for the client files so the QuestFields load quickly. This is
achieved by removing "text/xml" from the compressableMimeType attribute
above.
8.3.2

Instructions for Apache 2 HTTP Server

In the httpd.conf file, ensure that module "mime_module" is loaded (it is by
default). Then uncomment the following lines:
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AddEncoding x-compress .Z AddEncoding x-gzip .gz .tgz

Then add AddOutputFilterByType after the following lines (not the addition
of application/javascript and text/css):
AddType application/x-compress .Z AddType application/x-gzip .gz .tgz
AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE text/html text/txt application/javascript
text/css
8.3.3

Instructions for Microsoft IIS 6

Enable HTTP compression (either by using IIS Manager or by editing the
metabase). In IIS Manager, this works as follows:
1. In IIS Manager, double-click the local computer, right-click the Web Sites
folder, and then click Properties.
2. Click theService tab, and in the HTTP compression section, select the
Compress application files check box to enable compression for dynamic files.
3. Select the Compress static files check box to enable compression for static
files.
4. In the Temporary directory box, type the path to a local directory or click
Browse to locate a directory. Once a static file is compressed, it is cached in this
temporary directory until it expires, or the content changes. The directory must
be on the local drive of an NTFS–formatted partition. The directory cannot be
compressed or shared, and the access control lists (ACLs) for the directory must
include Full Control access to the identity of the application pool or to the
IIS_WPG group.
5. Under Maximum temporary directory size, click a folder size option. If you
specify a maximum size under Limited to (in megabytes) (the default setting is
95 MB), then when the limit is reached, IIS automatically cleans up the
temporary directory by applying the "least recently used" rule.
6. Click Apply, and then click OK.
Then, add JavaScript and CSS to the list of extensions that IIS compresses by
default:
1. From the Start menu, click Run.
2. In the Open box, type cmd, and click OK.
3. Type both of the following commands:
cscript adsutil.vbs SET
W3SVC/Filters/Compression/Deflate/HcFileExtensions "htm html txt css
js" where htm html txt are the extensions that IIS compresses by
default
cscript adsutil.vbs SET W3SVC/Filters/Compression/gzip/HcFileExtensions
"htm html txt css js"
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Appendix: Glossary
A Content Access Module (CAM) provides a standardized mechanism to link
the QuestFields system to a Content Engine. A CAM is the “middleware”
between the QuestFields system and the content sources it works with.
Different Content Access Modules are needed to communicate with various
content sources, such as JDBC-compliant SQL databases (through the JDBC
CAM), LDAP-compliant directory servers (through the LDAP CAM), or flat
files (through the QuestFields Indexer CAM).

Content Channel

One of the services configured on the QuestFields Server, linking a QuestField
to one or more Content Queries and returning appropriate results from those
Content Queries.

Content Query

A pre-configured query for a specific CAM. To be used by that CAM to return
results (answers) to the QuestFields system.

HTTP

HTTPS

HTTPS (HTTP over SSL) is an extension to HTTP that provides security by
encrypting and decrypting user page requests as well as the pages that are
returned by the web server.

JDBC

Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) is a standard application program interface
specification for connecting programs to the data in popular databases.

LDAP

Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) is a standard application
program interface for connecting programs to the data in corporate directories.

QuestField
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HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) is the set of rules for transferring files (text,
graphic images, sound, video, and other multimedia files) on the World Wide
Web.

A user interface element that sends queries to, and receives results from the
QuestFields Server.

SSL

The Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) is a commonly used protocol for managing the
security of message transmission on the Internet.

QOP

Acronym used for the QuestFields Protocol, which defines the messages used
to communicate between QuestFields Clients and QuestFields Servers.

XML

Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a simple text format that provides a
flexible way to exchange information and share both the format and the data on
the World Wide Web, intranets, and elsewhere.
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